In this paper, we study the random dynamical system (RDS) generated by the dissipative Hamiltonian amplitude equation with additive noise defined on the periodic boundaries. We investigate the existence of a compact random attractor for the RDS associated with the equation through introducing two functions and one process in . The compactness of the RDS is established by the decomposition of solution semigroup.
Introduction
The Hamiltonian amplitude equation 
was first proposed by Tanaka, Yajima and Wadati as a model for the nonlinear modulation of stable plane wave in unstable media [1, 2] . In 1992 as an improved version of (1), the equation 2 i 2 0 ,0
was proposed [3] , which generalized (1) in the sense that
but one can show that for most initial data
even if the two functions agree at t = 0. Both of these models can be derived systematically from more complicated Hamiltonian systems through a particular limiting process (nearly monochromatic waves of small amplitude) corresponding to 0   . Even so, keeping 0   in (2) is crucial because (1) is formally integrable but ill-posed, whereas (2) is a generalization of it which is apparently not integrable but well-posed.
In this paper, we consider the following dissipative Hamiltonian amplitude equation governing modulated wave instabilities perturbed by an additive white noise 
and the periodic boundary condition
where is an unknown complex valued function, is the unit of imaginary number, the internal
  and  are positive constants, which satisfy    , the functions , , are time independent, the random functions   Wiener processes on a probability space   , , F P  which will be specified later, and   [7] obtained the estimate of the Hausdorff dimension and the fractal dimension of a global attractor for the perturbed and unperturbed systems separately. However, up to the best of our knowledge, the research for the dissipative Hamiltonian amplitude equation governing modulated wave instabilities with random attractors has not involved.
Recen
. Ya spe tly, many authors have studied the existence of ra ollows. In Section 2, for co ndom attractors for other equations [8] [9] [10] . In this paper, for (5), we first obtain an absorbing set in 0 E and 1 E respectively through introducing two functio and o process, then by the decomposition of solution semigroup we derive the compactness in 0 E . As far as we know, no one has studied stochastic e ations through introducing two functions, so this method enriches the study of stochastic equations. This paper is organized as f ns ne qu nvenience of the reader, we recall some basic notions on function spaces and the theory of random dynamical system. In Section 3, we solve Equation (5) and get the corresponding RDS  . In Section 4, we prove the existence of a random attractor in 0 E for this RDS. Throughout this paper, we adopt the following notations. We write with Borel 
is said to be a rando ctor fo m attra r the RDS  i
attracts all deterministic n bou ded sets eore pact set ab 
S lv
We consider the probability space   , ,
and F is the Borel  -, while algebra induced by the com act ope ology of is the corresponding p Wien top ea
Finally, we define the time shift by ,
Then system. om dynamical system urpose, w dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck eq One may easily check that a solut by
is a metric dynamical c uous rand corresponding to (5) . For this p
 
We now want to establish e need to convert the stochastic equation with an additive noise into a deterministic equation with a random parameter.
Given 1, 2, , j m   , consider the stochastic stationary solution of the oneuation
ion to (10) is given
We also need two facts (5), then u , v s fi 
the solution of From the above discussion, we denote 
by the definition 2.2.1, it is easy to show that  is a continuous RDS on with the following fact We then rewrite (16) as follows
where
We now can prove the absorption of RDS er prod ct of (18) with  in , we obtain that
Taking the real pa ( rt of (19), we find that 1 Re , 1 Re , 
We introduce two functions
it follows from (20)- (22), we get that Re ,
So that (23) gives
In the following, we denote by any constant depending only on the data 
where 1  is defined by (15) and   g t will be defined in the following paper, hence we obtain
In fact we have 
Using f  uniformly bounded, we get 
we find that     , by (8) and (9), we have
 is any positive number. Choosing
Combining (31)- (40), we infer that
In order to prove (29), and similarly to (40), we have 
Absorbing Set in E 1
In order to prove the absorption property in , we also need the following change for (18).
Differentiating (18) 
